Introduction {#S1}
============

In daily life, following massed overt repetition of a character, we usually have a peculiar sense of uncertainty of the meaning or a peculiar sense of unfamiliarity with the orthographic composition of the character ([@B14]; [@B8]). This phenomenon is known as *verbal satiation* ([@B15]), and was first reported by [@B19], who showed that participants would report their loss of meaning after fixating at a word for 3 min.

The Responding Optimally with Unknown Sources of Evidence (ROUSE) theory may provide an explanation for the general cognitive mechanism under the satiation effect. Imagine that we are reading a sentence, the information retrieved automatically from visually presented characters can last for a period of time, so, the information from previous characters and the information from present characters are mixed together. It is difficult to distinguish the source of information between previous and present characters, which means that a source confusion happened. ROUSE theory proposed that the source confusion can be reduced by discounting the information from previous characters ([@B12]). This discounting mechanism of information produces a deficit in processing repetitions ([@B24]), meaning that the satiation effect occurs.

We are focusing on the important questions concerning the locus and nature of verbal satiation produced by the discounting mechanism of information. There are three divergent theoretical descriptions that answer these questions: (1) The term *semantic satiation* emphasizes the locus of verbal satiation is thought to be semantic ([@B15]; [@B21]; [@B18]; [@B3]); (2) The term *lexical satiation* makes a point that the "loss of meaning" is dependent upon the changes in the processing of the orthographic or the phonological representation of the word ([@B10]; [@B24]); (3) *Associative satiation* states that the less efficient association between the lexical representation entry and its associated meaning results in the verbal satiation ([@B24]; [@B25]).

Earlier, the debate mainly took place between semantic satiation and lexical satiation. The early studies that relied upon self-report or introspection showed a loss of meaning ([@B2]) and changes in semantic ratings ([@B15]) after repeating the same word aloud. To exclude report bias, [@B21] used reaction time as dependent measures. They found that subjects responded slower after 30 repetitions of the repeated category, and concluded semantic satiation. On the other side of arguments, [@B17] concluded a suggestive ([@B13]) point that the verbal satiation was induced by auditory characteristic perceptual changes. For the non-alphabetic characters, such as Chinese characters, the rate of verbal satiation was sensitive to the orthographic structures, and just as the term *orthographic satiation* suggests, the feeling of uncertainty about characters occurs at the locus of lexical orthographic representation ([@B8]).

All the experiments mentioned above used two separate tasks, one to produce satiation and one to measure satiation. This method may introduce task-switching effects, and pollute the research results ([@B24]). By using a single task that both induces and measures satiation effect, [@B24] conducted a series of experiments to test at which locus satiation effect occurs. The result of their first experiment supports both lexical and semantic accounts of verbal satiation, but the second and the third support neither of them, hence, they concluded associative satiation, which means that the verbal satiation is on account of association between lexical entry and associated meaning. By applying the same experimental paradigm to Chinese characters, researchers deducted the same conclusion ([@B25]).

However, previous studies seem to have overlooked the fact that the meaning access and practice effect influence the research results, and lead to the satiation effect be obscured. For one thing, because the subjects know the meaning of characters, the influence of meaning access cannot be entirely excluded. Participants can complete the word matching task based on top-down processing, meaning that participants completed this task based on their knowledge or concept, but not based on the lexical representations of the characters. The top-down processing can facilitate reaction ([@B1]), so, it is possible that the satiation effect is offset by it. To make matters worse, even if the satiation is found in these researches, we cannot distinguish that based on the lexical representations from that based on the knowledge or concept. Using rarely used Chinese characters as experimental materials provide a chance to check if lexical satiation exists with two advantages: (1) Participants do not know the meaning of the character, and consequently exclude the influence of the meaning access. (2) Chinese characters can be decomposed into different radicals, for example, "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i003.jpg)" can be decomposed into three radicals "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i004.jpg)," "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i005.jpg)," and "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i006.jpg)." If we ask participants to complete the cue-target matching task by using "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i007.jpg)" as cue character and "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i008.jpg)" as target character, the participants' task processing can be confined to the lexical level, and the satiation must be lexical satiation. For another, due to the repeated task, the practice effect accelerates the reaction, but the satiation effect decelerates it. It is possible that the satiation effect is offset by practice effect over the course of time. This "offset effect" leads to insufficient statistical power to observe the satiation effect, therefore, it is inadequate to infer that there was no lexical satiation due to non-significant statistical results. We cannot exclude the practice effect by the experimental design, but, fortunately, the features that the practice effect has its upper limit and satiation effect can be accumulated during the time ([@B24]; [@B7]; [@B25]) provide a chance to counter it by improving the statistical analysis procedure.

Briefly, in the present study, we conducted an experiment to directly test whether or not verbal satiation occurs at the lexical locus with two improvements: First, by using the rarely used Chinese characters, the present experimental design can exclude the impact of meaning access and confine participants' task processing to the orthographic level. Second, we also improved the statistical procedures to provide a relatively sufficient power to observe the lexical satiation effect.

Chinese characters are ideograms that have similarities and differences in cognitive processing compared with phonetic characters ([@B5], [@B6]). Most of the studies about verbal satiation are based on phonograms such as English characters, and there are few studies based on ideograms such as Chinese characters. Based on these few researches about verbal satiation on Chinese characters, we predict that the lexical satiation does exist in the present experiment, and it is valuable for understanding the nature of verbal satiation.

Materials and Methods {#S2}
=====================

Participants {#S2.SS1}
------------

A total of 18 undergraduate/graduate students (6 males; mean age, 20.89 years; range, 18--24) were recruited for this study. All were native Mandarin Chinese speakers with normal or corrected-normal vision. They all received ¥20 in exchange for their participation. This study was carried out in accordance with the recommendations of the operating guidelines of the School of Psychology Ethics Committee (Inner Mongolia Normal University). All subjects gave written informed consent in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki. The protocol was approved by the School of Psychology Ethics Committee (Inner Mongolia Normal University).

Stimuli {#S2.SS2}
-------

Eleven rarely used Simplified Chinese characters, such as "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i009.jpg)" (fine jade), "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i010.jpg)" (boat), were selected. All the rarely used characters belong to left-right structure, and each consist of three commonly used characters (e.g., "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i011.jpg)" is composed of "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i012.jpg)," "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i013.jpg)," and "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i014.jpg)"; "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i015.jpg)" is composed of "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i016.jpg)," "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i017.jpg)," and "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i018.jpg)").

Participants were asked to judge if a commonly used character was a composition of the corresponding rarely used character. In a matching trial, a commonly used character is a composition of a rarely used character, such as "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i019.jpg)" is a composition of "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i020.jpg)." Accordingly, we assigned the selected three commonly used mismatching characters for each rarely used character (e.g., "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i021.jpg)," "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i022.jpg)," "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i023.jpg)" are three assigned mismatching characters for "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i024.jpg)"), and each has the same number of strokes as a corresponding matching character (e.g., for "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i025.jpg)," mismatching character "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i026.jpg)" also has five strokes as its matching character "![](fpsyg-10-02236-i027.jpg)"). All the rarely used characters and their corresponding matching and mismatching characters are listed in [Supplementary Appendix A1](#DS1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Procedure {#S2.SS3}
---------

The experimental paradigm showed in [Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"} is similar to that reported by [@B24]. The participants sat comfortably about 60 cm in front of a laptop monitor. In each trial, a rarely used character was presented above the midline of the screen for 1000 ms. Then, a corresponding matching or mismatching character was presented below the midline while the rarely used character remained on the screen. These two characters were always presented until participants responded. Participants were asked to judge if the character below was a composition of the character above as quickly and accurately as possible. The "F" and "J" key on an external USB keyboard indicated a matching or mismatching response. The mapping keys were counterbalanced across participants. After the participants' response, the screen went blank for 100 ms, and then a green check or red cross feedback was presented randomly for 500--1000 ms before the next trial began.

![Experimental paradigm. **(A)** An illustration of the stimuli and procedure of a trial. In a block, which consists of randomly arranged 20 trials, a rarely used character was selected to be presented as cue character in 10 trials repeatedly, and others were selected to be presented as cue character once in the rest 10 trials. In either repeated or non-repeated 10 trials, 5 target characters are matching and other 5 target characters are mismatching. **(B)** An illustration of trial positions in a sequence of repeated or non-repeated 10 trials. From the second trial to the tenth trial, every 3 trials indicate a trial position.](fpsyg-10-02236-g001){#F1}

There were 20 trials per block. In each block, one of the 11 rarely used characters were randomly chosen to repeat in 10 trials as cue characters making the repeated condition, and the rest 10 rarely used characters were used as cue characters in the other 10 trials producing the non-repeated condition. The order of these 20 trials is random. In either repeated or non-repeated condition, half of the trials were matching trials, and the other half of trials were mismatching trials. In the repeated condition, we only have 3 matching or mismatching commonly used characters for each rarely used character, so, the five matching or mismatching commonly used characters were selected according to the following two steps: (1) replicate the 3 matching or mismatching commonly used characters twice, and then we had 6 commonly used characters; (2) exclude one from the 6 commonly used characters randomly. In the non-repeated condition, the matching or mismatching character was selected randomly from the three commonly used characters each time.

The experiment started with 20 practice trials. A participant whose accuracy is less than 90% would practice 20 trials again until the accuracy reaches 90%. The stimuli used in the practice stage were not used in the following experimental trials.

All participants completed 4 sets with 11 blocks in each set, and each rarely used character served as the dominant repeated stimuli once for each block. The presentation sequence of blocks in each set and the pairing of rarely used and commonly used characters in each block were randomized. There was a compulsory rest of at least 90 s after every set. All participants reported that they did not know the meaning of the rarely used characters after the experiment.

Results {#S3}
=======

The core statistical analysis procedures are similar to those reported by [@B24]. No participant in the present study was excluded due to overall accuracy under 90%. For each participant's data, reaction times that less than 300 ms and greater than 1500 ms were excluded, and only correct reactions were analyzed. In the sequence of 10 trials in the repeated or non-repeated condition, the first trial was not analyzed. The later nine trials were broken into 3 segments (2--4, 5--7, and 8--10). As a result, the experimental design was a 2 × 2 × 3 repeated-measures factorial design, and the three factors were repetition status (repeated vs. non-repeated), matching status (matching vs. mismatching), and position (Trials 2--4, 5--7, and 8--10 in a sequence).

In the analysis procedures mentioned above, the practice effect which can offset the satiation effect may be neglected. To verify if there was a practice effect, we drew a Pearson correlation analysis between the index of 44 blocks and the mean of median response time (RT) for each block across participants. As shown in [Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, the result, *r* = −0.86, *p* \< 0.001, showed that the participants' responses were getting faster and faster over the course of time and revealed a practice effect.

![The relationship between indexes of blocks and response time. Shadow area represents 95% confidence bands; 4 sets consist of every 11 blocks divided by the vertical lines.](fpsyg-10-02236-g002){#F2}

However, participants' response would be slowed down due to the satiation effect, and be facilitated for the practice effect over the course of time. Therefore, a competing process between practice effect and satiation effect occurs, and the statistical analysis should not ignore the variable of the time course. We used the indexes of 4 sets as a factor to indicate the time course in the following statistical analysis procedures for two reasons: (1) Except for the presentation sequence of blocks and the paring of rarely used and commonly used characters in each block, all the 220 trials in one set was a replica of other sets; (2) As an independent variable with 4 levels, it was suitable for the statistical analysis. Consequently, the experimental design became a 4 × 2 × 2 × 3 repeated-measures factorial design and the four variables were set (Set 1--4), repetition status, matching status and position.

We averaged the median RTs across matching status to increase reliability under the premise that there was no interaction effect between matching status and any other variables (all *p*s were greater than 0.05, see [Table 1](#T1){ref-type="table"}; [@B24]), then we drew a three-way repeated measures ANOVA with set, repetition status, and position.

###### 

The results of the interaction effect between matching status and other factors.

  **Interaction Effect**                      ***F***                   ***p***   **$\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$**
  ------------------------------------------- ------------------------- --------- ---------------------------
  Set × Matching status                       *F*(3, 51) = 2.10         0.11      0.11
  Position × Matching status                  *F*(2, 34) = 0.11         0.90      0.01
  Repetition status × Matching status         *F*(1, 17) = 0.07         0.79      0.00
  Set × Position × Matching status            *F*(6, 102) = 1.33        0.25      0.07
  Set × Repetition status × Matching status   *F*(3, 51) = 0.76         0.52      0.04
  Position × Repetition status                *F*(2, 34) = 1.33         0.28      0.07
  × Matching status                                                               
  Position × Repetition status × Set          *F*(3.24, 55.10) = 0.19   0.92      0.01
  × Matching status^∗^                                                            

∗

Mauchly's test indicated that the assumption of sphericity had been violated, χ

2

\(20\) = 43.33,

p

= 0.002. Therefore, degrees of freedom were corrected using Greenhouse--Geisser estimates of sphericity (ε = 0.54).

As mentioned above, there may be a competing process between practice effect and satiation effect, so we predicted that set would interact with repetition status and position, which means that the satiation effect behaved differently over the course of time. The significant Set × Repetition Status × Position interaction confirmed this prediction, *F*(6,102) = 2.53, *p* = 0.03, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.13.

The focused result was a two-way interaction between repetition status and position which could indicate the satiation effect for the repeated condition as a function of the number of repetitions of the rarely used character. To observe the verbal satiation effect with sufficient power, we conducted a two-way repeated measures ANOVA with repetition status and position for each set under the premise that set interacted with repetition status and trial position. We performed the same ANOVA with accuracy to test if the change seen with response time was due to speed-accuracy tradeoff. [Tables 2](#T2){ref-type="table"}, [3](#T3){ref-type="table"} show the median RT and accuracy results for all 12 conditions in each set.

###### 

Response time (ms) and standard error of the mean (SE) for all conditions in the 4 sets.

  **Sets**   **Conditions**             **Trial 2--4**   **Trial 5--7**   **Trial 8--10**              
  ---------- -------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- ---- ----- ----
  1          Repeated matching          772              27               745               31   762   29
             Repeated mismatching       815              35               779               30   800   40
             Non-repeated matching      761              31               771               41   736   31
             Non-repeated mismatching   833              38               795               32   768   32
  2          Repeated matching          657              25               670               22   675   29
             Repeated mismatching       670              22               688               26   709   28
             Non-repeated matching      658              27               679               30   689   34
             Non-repeated mismatching   682              33               664               26   694   28
  3          Repeated matching          625              21               624               19   617   22
             Repeated mismatching       634              23               667               31   652   29
             Non-repeated matching      631              23               611               18   623   23
             Non-repeated mismatching   656              28               628               21   658   25
  4          Repeated matching          603              19               598               23   625   22
             Repeated mismatching       614              21               628               20   634   20
             Non-repeated matching      592              18               583               21   604   22
             Non-repeated mismatching   618              23               622               20   614   22

###### 

Accuracy rate and standard error of the mean (SE) for all conditions in the 4 sets (%).

  **Sets**   **Conditions**             **Trial 2--4**   **Trial 5--7**   **Trial 8--10**               
  ---------- -------------------------- ---------------- ---------------- ----------------- ------ ---- ------
  1          Repeated matching          98               1.08             95                1.38   98   0.96
             Repeated mismatching       98               0.80             97                0.87   97   1.24
             Non-repeated matching      94               1.28             96                1.35   93   1.85
             Non-repeated mismatching   99               0.61             97                0.96   98   0.67
  2          Repeated matching          97               1.38             96                1.26   97   1.43
             Repeated mismatching       98               1.09             98                0.84   99   0.70
             Non-repeated matching      96               1.11             98                0.79   96   1.40
             Non-repeated mismatching   99               0.62             99                0.61   99   0.60
  3          Repeated matching          98               1.15             98                0.89   97   1.10
             Repeated mismatching       99               0.58             100               0.43   99   0.83
             Non-repeated matching      97               1.08             96                1.07   96   1.11
             Non-repeated mismatching   100              0.37             99                0.72   98   0.87
  4          Repeated matching          98               1.14             97                1.20   98   0.90
             Repeated mismatching       98               0.75             99                0.57   99   0.50
             Non-repeated matching      98               1.16             97                1.03   97   1.48
             Non-repeated mismatching   99               0.46             99                0.39   98   1.09

In the first set, as indicated by the decreasing trend seen in [Figure 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, there was a significant main effect of position, *F*(2,34) = 4.41, *p* = 0.02, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.21, and a significant linear trend, *F*(1,17) = 5.96, *p* = 0.03, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.26, implying that the responses were getting faster and faster across trial positions. However, the same repeated measures two-way ANOVA on accuracy showed no significant main effect of position, *F*(2,34) = 0.48, *p* = 0.63, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.03, indicating that the speed-accuracy tradeoff cannot explain the main effect of position on response time.

![Participants' behavioral performance in each set. **(A)** Response time result as a function of position in set 1. Bars represent 1 SEM. **(B)** Response time result as a function of position in set 2. Bars represent 1 SEM. **(C)** The relationship between indexes of blocks and response time in set 2. Shadow area represents 95% confidence bands. **(D)** Response time in repeated condition minus response time in non-repeated condition result as a function of position in set 3. Bars represent 1 SEM. **(E)** Response time in repeated condition minus response time in non-repeated condition result as a function of position in set 4. Bars represent 1 SEM. **(F)** Response time in repeated and non-repeated condition. Bars represent 1 SEM.](fpsyg-10-02236-g003){#F3}

In the second set, as indicated by the increasing trend seen in [Figure 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, there was a significant main effect of position, *F*(2,34) = 4.42, *p* = 0.02, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.21, and a significant linear trend, *F*(1,17) = 5.88, *p* = 0.03, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.26, showing a general response slowing as a function of trial positions. Again, there was no significant main effect of position on accuracy, *F*(2,34) = 0.04, *p* = 0.96, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.00, indicating that the general response slowing with increasing position cannot be explained by speed-accuracy tradeoff. The significant relationship between indexes of blocks and response time, Pearson *r* = −0.77, *p* = 0.01, as shown in [Figure 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, indicated that the main effect of position on response time also cannot be explained by fatigue effect.

In the third set, there was a significant interaction effect between repetition status and position as shown in [Figure 3D](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, *F*(2,34) = 5.86, *p* = 0.01, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.26, then we tested the simple main effect of repetition status in different trial positions, the result revealed that at the second position (Trial 5--7), participants response was slower in repeated condition than it was in non-repeated condition (645 ms vs. 620 ms), *F*(1,17) = 10.06, *p* = 0.01 (Bonferroni corrected), $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.37. The same ANOVA on accuracy showed that the participants' response accuracy was higher in repeated condition than it was in non-repeated condition (98.4% vs. 97.6%), *F*(1,17) = 4.75, *p* = 0.04, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.22. However, there was no interaction effect between repetition status and position, *F*(2,34) = 0.88, *p* = 0.43, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.05. Therefore, the change of response time followed by the repetition status and the position was not due to speed-accuracy tradeoff.

In the last set, there was only a main effect of repetition status on response time, *F*(1,17) = 5.36, *p* = 0.03, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.24, indicating that participants responded more slowly in repeated condition than non-repeated condition (617 ms vs. 605 ms). The results were also shown in [Figures 3E,F](#F3){ref-type="fig"}. The speed-accuracy tradeoff also cannot explain the main effect found in response time due to a non-significant main effect of repetition status on accuracy, *F* (1,17) = 0.02, *p* = 0.90, $\eta_{\text{p}}^{2}$ = 0.00.

Discussion {#S4}
==========

The present study determined whether or not the verbal satiation occurs at the lexical locus by using a variant speeded category-matching task with rarely used Chinese characters. The experimental results evoked from improved statistical analysis are consistent with our prediction.

The most striking finding of our work is that the lexical satiation effect does exist under the present experimental conditions, and it changes across the course of time due to the competing process between satiation effect and practice effect. This tug-of-war like competition shows up in the results: (1) The practice effect won the competition in the first set reflected in the decreased response time across trial positions. (2) Starting from the second set, the satiation effect gets the upper hand, i.e., the general slowing response as a function of trial position represent the satiation effect. (3) Both sides became evenly matched in the third set reflected in the complicated interaction result, and the satiation effect reflected in the slower response in repeated condition appeared in the second trial position. (4) The practice effect may reach its upper limit in the last set while the satiation effect accumulates through time. The satiation effect finally takes advantage as reflected in the more slowly response in repeated condition than in non-repeated condition.

These results further support [@B7] view that there is an orthographic satiation in Chinese characters. The experimental design and the statistical analysis program they developed are ingenious. However, they did not take measures to avoid the meaning access, so it is difficult to distinguish their results from orthographic satiation to semantic satiation. Our experimental design, i.e., using rarely used Chinese characters as stimuli remedied this defection. Noted also that, our result was different from previous similar researches, [@B24] and [@B25] argued that the satiation effect is due to a loss of association between the lexical representation and its meaning based on the appearance of the satiation effect in their experiment 1, and the absence of lexical satiation and semantic satiation in experiment 2 and 3. The absence of lexical satiation is inconsistent with the appearance of lexical satiation in the present study. The reason may be the confounding factors mentioned above and insufficient statistical power.

Moreover, the different cognitive strategy participants adopted cannot provide additional interpretation of the present results. First, the rarely used characters can be treated as pictures, and the semantic locus of satiation with pictures ([@B16]) may confound the present conclusion. Previous researches have shown that texts and pictures are processed in different ways at the early stage, even though they share the same semantic system ([@B11]; [@B4]; [@B20]; [@B9]). Extend to the present study, the rarely used characters are meaningless for participants, but they are processed differently with pictures at lexical level (early stage), so, even though texts and pictures share the same semantic system, the result in the present experiment cannot be explained as the semantic locus of satiation with pictures. What's more, participants may adopt an additional strategy by decomposing the rarely used characters into three radicals, keeping them in mind, and then comparing them to the presented target character. This strategy does not provide an additional explanation for the present results but does make experimental results more reliable. Firstly, the present study measured the satiation effect for rarely used characters but not radicals, so the semantic satiation due to the meaning access of radicals has nothing to do with the present interpretation. Secondly, even if it has an effect on the present result, it is a constant variable, and also does not affect the interpretation of the present results. Finally, this strategy confines participants' cognitive operations to the lexical level and makes the results more reliable.

[@B24] deducted the associative satiation with an excellent example, they wrote:

"For example, ... (e.g., 'lied' followed by 'died', such as in 'Because the pharmaceutical company lied about the side effects, many patients died'). Loss of association allows the reader to process 'died' as a unique occurrence while still building up meaning across the sentence. This is because the shared perceptual elements ('-ied') are discounted by reducing their link to the meaning of the first word (e.g., to withhold the truth) while preserving their ability to link to the second word (e.g., end of life). ... If there was direct discounting of perception, then it would be difficult to process the letters of 'died'. If there was direct discounting of meaning, then the meaning of the first word would be lost before the end of the sentence."

As mentioned above, the ROUSE theory provides an interpretation for the cognitive mechanism of satiation effect. Because of the absence of meaning, the satiation in the present experiment is only lexical satiation. For the verbal satiation phenomenon, if there is only lexical satiation or semantic satiation, it cannot explain the example they wrote above; If there is only associative satiation, it cannot explain the results in the present experiment. To overcome this contradiction, we argue that discounting of information can occur at any level of the lexical level, the associative level, and the semantic level. Consequently, the locus of verbal satiation can be either lexical satiation, associative satiation or semantic satiation, or any combination of them.

Nevertheless, there are also deficits and areas in need of future research: First, the number of stimuli characters were rather minimal. Due to the difficulty in hunting for the rarely used characters that can be decomposed into three compositions, we used 11 cue characters and 6 target characters rather than 16 cue stimuli and 20 target stimuli in previous researches ([@B24]; [@B25]). However, the results drawn from the present study showed that our design still offers enough power to study the satiation effect. Second, the perceptual process includes not only lexical but also phonetic representation. Despite the shortage that we do not examine the satiation effect with the phonetic information of Chinese characters, we still can draw the conclusion that verbal satiation can be dependent upon the changes in the processing of the orthographic representation due to the fact that participants do not know the phonetic information about the rarely used characters. In the end, the phenomenon of Chinese characters satiation is specific to the perception of Chinese characters and different from that of objects, human faces, and alphabetic language such as English words ([@B7]). Indeed, a large body of evidence also showed that the information processing in logographic languages, such as Chinese, differs from alphabetic languages, such as English ([@B22], [@B23]). Further research is needed to check if the satiation effect in logographic language differs from the alphabetic language.
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